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Dear Dr. Suseno:

We recently received Manuscript ID SO-20-3881 entitled "Edutocracy: A model of the new West Indian plantocracy" and, based on your area of expertise, would like to invite you to review this manuscript. The abstract appears at the end of this letter.

SAGE Open (IF 0.715) is an open access, peer-reviewed journal indexed in Sciences Citation Index (SSCI), DOAJ (Directory of Open Access Journals), and Scopus which focuses on Humanities, Social Sciences, and Behavioral Sciences.

Please let me know as soon as possible if you will be able to accept my invitation to review. If you are unable to review at this time, I would appreciate you recommending another expert reviewer. You may e-mail me with your reply or click the appropriate link at the bottom of the page to automatically register your reply with our online manuscript submission and review system.

We realize you must have a number of personal and professional priorities at the moment, given the global situation around COVID-19. If you are not able to review at this time or you need additional time to complete this review, please let us know. Your safety and that of your family is our priority during these difficult times.

As a member of The Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE), SAGE Open is committed to ensuring that the peer-review process is as robust and ethical as possible. We encourage you to read the COPE guidelines here and make use of SAGE Open's own guides for reviewers here.

SAGE Open values the work of our reviewers. In recognition of your support, we are pleased to offer you free access to all SAGE journals for 60 days upon receipt of your completed review and a 25% book discount on all SAGE books ordered online. We will send you details of how to register for online access and order books at discount as soon as you have submitted your review.

Our reviewers now have the opportunity to opt-in to receive credit for their review contributions at Publons.com. You can read more about opting in and how this benefits you here: https://publons.com/in/sage/

If you accept our invitation to review this manuscript, you will be notified via e-mail about how to access Manuscript Central, our online manuscript submission and review system. You will then have access to the manuscript and further reviewer instructions in your Reviewer Center.

Expert reviewers greatly contribute to the high standards of our journal, and I thank you for your present and/or future participation.

Sincerely,
Rishabh Yadav
rishabh.yadav@sagepub.in

*** PLEASE NOTE: This is a two-step process. After clicking on the link, you will be directed to a webpage to confirm. ***

Agreed: https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/sageopen?URL_MASK=f4c35ae1d6724412a60261a6cbb4f5ff

Declined: Abstract indicates poor study quality: https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/sageopen?URL_MASK=e5dbcf0ade2e4e0ab513ec5e8f736f6e
DECLINED: Abstract indicates poor language quality: https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/sageopen?URL_MASK=bc2a5649d95f480fa158ad60d96d8d60

DECLINED: Not my field: https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/sageopen?URL_MASK=229b07113aa9f493b4e12e486dc61b98

DECLINED: Don’t have time: https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/sageopen?URL_MASK=07d642efbbf8442a8b891a22070a476f

MANUSCRIPT DETAILS

TITLE: Edutocracy: A model of the new West Indian plantocracy

ABSTRACT: This work draws on a combination of three theories, dependency (a theory of economics), the inner plantation theory as a socio-psychological construct and plantation pedagogy (an education theory) to develop its own educational theory called edutocracy, as a partial explanation of the failure of the West Indian education system. It employs document analysis as its primary method of data collection and analysis in producing major themes for discussion. The work culminates in the construction of an illustrative depiction of a model of edutocracy. It finds that the current West Indian debate surrounding educational reform of the Secondary School Entrance Exam will, like most other previous reforms, net very little meaningful change if legislators and educators continue to negate the impact of the socio-historical context on education in this region, specifically the deleterious colonial ideologies which shaped and continues to shape education for the Afro-West Indian with the interests of the Euro-American metropole as paramount.

APPROACHES: Qualitative

METHODS: Document analysis, Discussions

REGION(S) OF FOCUS: Anglophone Caribbean
12-Feb-2021

Dear Dr. Suseno:

Recently, you agreed to review Manuscript ID SO-20-3881, entitled "Edutocracy: A model of the new West Indian plantocracy." The manuscript is located in your Reviewer Center at https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/sageopen.

This e-mail is simply a reminder that your review is due in 24 hours. You may access the manuscript and the reviewer form directly by clicking the following link:

https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/sageopen?URL_MASK=7a428b29795544a0a39fb8f61bdb4041

I realize you must have a number of personal and professional priorities at the moment, given the global situation around COVID-19. If you are not able to review for us at this time or you need additional time to complete this review, please let me know. Your safety and that of your family is our priority during these difficult times.

I appreciate your help in accomplishing our goal of having an expedited reviewing process. Please do not hesitate to contact the editorial office for assistance.

Sincerely,
Editorial Office SAGE Open
SAGE Open Editorial Office